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petrochemical-derived aromatics and specialties. Now
the trend should definitely be going the other way as
the petroleum supply continues upward in price and
is constantly disrupted ~litically,

Therefore, it would become more attractive to f{dly
utilize any fragrance ingredient or starting material
that is produced using the sun as an energy source.
They tell me that botanical, and the chemicals they
contain, are continually renewable. Tbe world is full
of plants that could be economically raised and har-
vested. The challenge for our industry, accordiug to
these sources, would be to exploit all these sun-
derived renewable chemicals as sources or starting
materials for fragrances. Conceivably, high oil.
yielding hybrids would be developed and the research
departments of the most successful friagmnce houses
of the 80s will umtain professional bneanists and
bic+hemists working toward this goal.

In addition to controlling costs, what helps fra-
grance houses is worldwide compounding facilities
and being in a position to manufacture at least some of
the other basic aroma chemicals. I remember in 1974,
those companies i“ a trading position with some key
synthetics could maintain ingredient supply much
better than companies without such a position. This
means that if tbe barter situation again arises, m evi-
denced by continued unrest in the money market and
soaring prices of noncurrency valuables such as gold,
companies in a horsetrading position with some key
ingredients could maintain fragrance supply mueb
better than companies without such a position. There-
fore, perfumers are going to have to work very closely,
if they me not doing w already, with their purchasing
groups to determine ““safe” ingredients that are reh-
tively stable and where continuity of supply will not
be a problem.

They call 1974 the year of tbe purchasing agent. I
take exception to that since that implies other years
were not the year of the purchasing agent. Certainly
as we enter the 80s every year will become the year of
the perfumer, the purchasing agent, the account ex-
ecutive, the executive, and all the others who con-
tribute to the overall success m d profits of their cvm-
pan y.

(Xber thoughts on how the perfumer could become
more of a responsive partner as opposed to a silent
partner is in the area of making suggestions either in
cost-reducing materials or in improved fragrance in-
tegrity. What I mean by this is that a particular fra-
grance may contain certain ingredients that have po-
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tentid stability or supply (thus price) problems, or
certain odor nuances that might be improved. The
supplying fragrance house, through periodic review of
all its fragrances, is in the best position to know this.
If the fragrance in question has had a lifetime of 5-20
years, there might be other aromatic cbemicds or
specialties that have become available through re-
search and arc less expensive nnd more mailable.
These new products might improve the color, the
odor stab ilit y, or the total ho uq uet of tbe fl-agrance.
We would encoumge all perfumery specialists to
suggest such changes to the marketer, as we are be-
coming mom receptive to such suggestions.

We think we ought to take the old-fashioned word
mystique, toss it in the scrap heap, and replace it with
a concept of prudent management of ideas mixed with
a fruitful exchange of thrmghts. In addition to basic
and fundamental exercises of good judgment in the
selection of ingredients that go into the fragrance, we
are also looking for different product concepts that
could be used under the same fragrance umbrella, I
have seen many fragrance houses pursue to tbe limit a
new profile they get wind of

There seems to be a mentality that wys “go after
every piece of business that is out there, ” with the
idea that you can’t get a bit unless you are invited to
play in the game, I have no argument with this in
principle except that, in fact, what bas happened is
that once a company gets a hit they forget about it and
seem to put it ill the safe and regard it as an asset to be
dusted off once a year at the annual meeting. What 1
am suggesting is to go after the new hits but also
expand upon the acknowledged success of a fragrance
that has already been launched, Help the customer in
building the business in any way you cm so that we
both can share in the increased profits that cm be
derived

The whole thrust of the business in the past has
been that the fragrance company supply tbe fragrance
and the marketer will do the rest. We do not have a
complete monopoly on creative ideas or brains. We
are no slouches. We will match our record against
m ybody ’s. However, no one group is an island to it-
self. We need all tbe help we can get, especially from
a company that has developed a successful
fragmnce+ne with a strong consumer franchise. I
would encourage you to work closely with our R&D
people and our marketing people. Tbe time and at-
mosphere have never been better to knock on the
door and WY, “Hwe you thought of this?” or “H:Lve

YOU tried that?”

1 have noticed, however, that where fragrance
houses seem to be more attuned to helping a mar-
keter launch a new fragrance, they seem to forget
about the ones that are continually paying the rent. It
amazes me that we cm have price satiability the first
year launching a new fragrance and then get clob-
bered with multiprice increases year after year after
tbe launch. Perhaps we should include in our profile
not only the cost objective now, but an indication of
tbe limits of price increases we would be willing to
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accept in the future. The very fact that there are some
40 fragrance houses all ready, willing, and able to
knock on our door means that any one of them could
get lucky and have a major hit against a new profile
which could effectively reduce the overall sale of an
existing fragrance. It seems to me that when suppliers
have existing business they should work extremely
hard to protect that franchise, not only to keep the
marketer from duplicating it with somebody else, but
also to help that marketer expand and protect that
fragrance business in the competitive market.

In other words, if any of our brands fall by the
wayside for one reason m another, there is no automa-
tic way that particular fragrance house is going to
make up the loss of that business, because tbe com-
petitive cycle starts all over again wit h no guarantees
of who will win the next race.

We cannot do it alone. What good is developing a
Picasso and have it fade when exposed to sunlight’?
That is the way we feel about our business and that is
the way we should all feel about our businesses We
launch, with your help, successful fragrances. Let’s be
sure we don’t become the Chrysler Corporation of the
fragrance industry and witch what were once great
fragrances hde away from lack of attention or apathy,
or not spending enough time working on or develop-
ing the business continually along progressive lines. I
believe by the end of the S0s decmde, we may be able
to look back and say it is possible to teach an old dog
new tricks.

Annette Green, no stranger to the society, serves with
distinction as Executive Director of the Fragrance
Foundation. A prmweative speaker, Ms. Green is rec-
ognized as one of the leading American fragrance au-
thorities and futurists. It is appropriate that we share
her subject “Past Trips/Future Escapes. ”
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